
 

4 Man Tent 

Model No. TURON AIR 4 

USER MANUAL 

For safety and care of this product, 

 please read this user manual carefully before initial use 

eXterrain reserves the right to revise the manual at any time. Information and specifications within this manual 

are subject to change without notice. eXterrain assumes no liability or responsibility for any errors or 

omissions. Please consult eXterrain for any clarification or information regarding this item. 

 



Packaging: 

Please ensure that the following items are included in your package: 

-1 x Tent 

-1 x Ground Sheet 

- 1 x Inner layer placed in storage bag 

- Storage/carry bag 

- 15 x Iron pegs 

- 12 x two-way alloy pegs 

- 24 x glow in the dark rings 

- Peg storage bag 

- 12 x Glow in the dark guy ropes attached to tent  

- Manual Pump - 2L per stroke 

- 3 x privacy screens for awning including mesh openings 

 

 

Dimensions: 
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2000mm 



Instructions 

 Choose a flat surface to pitch tent. Remove the ground sheet and 

tent from the carry bag. 

**We recommend using the ground sheet as a base for the tent 

(included in package) every time the tent is pitched. This will ensure 

the tent has an additional layer of protection and insulation. The 

ground sheet is the full length of the tent including the awning. 

 

 

Inflating 

 

1. Lay ground sheet down on designated flat camping surface, orientate the two inner 

eyelets to the front and peg down at all points (excluding holes in the inner part of 

ground sheet) using iron pegs.  

2.  Lay and unfold the 4 person tent evenly on top of the pegged ground sheet and peg 

down using iron pegs.. 

3. Screw on all main valves properly. 

4. Unscrew cap to pump. 

5. Begin to inflate tent at one of the valve points using manual pump provided. 

6. Pump tent making sure to lift the pump handle to its full extension and its complete 

close. Until tent is fully inflated, assist air poles. 

7. Overpressure valve will release if over pumped. 

8. Screw cap on valve point/s. 

9. Place 2 glow rings on alloy pegs. 

10. Unroll guy ropes at all points and peg them down using alloy pegs on a 45˚ angle.  

11. Tighten, but do not over tighten guy ropes; this can lead to the distortion of the tents’ 

shape. 

12. Attach inner flysheet to allocated clips located above and back edge of tent. 

13. Side awning privacy screens are already attached – they are also removable using 

zippers – Front Cover is packed separately.  

 



Deflating 

1. Pack away privacy screens and inner layer of tent in bag 

provided.  

2. Un-zip all windows and doors – this will help to allow removal of 

air quicker. 

3. Remove and wipe clean all two-way alloy pegs from guy ropes at 

all points and place in small storage bag.  

4. Roll up guy ropes. 

5. Deflate tent by unscrewing the cap on the valve – tent will 

collapse. 

6. Remove and clean iron pegs from tent. 

7. (Front facing) Fold tent to halfway point from right to left and 

gently push the remaining air out as you fold. 

8. Fold from left to right whilst continuing to gently press air out as you fold. 

9. Fold over last quarter continuing to press air out. 

10. Roll tent from front to back until tent is small enough to fit into storage/carry bag. 

11. Remove and wipe clean all iron pegs from ground sheet at all points and place in small 

storage bag.  

12. Clean and fold ground sheet, and pack away ground sheet in storage/carry bag –  

 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: Please ensure that all contents are cleaned and stored in carry bag 

AIR DRY to avoid build up of mould and degradation of tent. Instructions for care of tent can 

be found on our website. 

 

 

 

 



 

Specifications 

Flysheet: 

- Polyester 230T 

- 3000 PU Waterproofing  

- Fire Retardant 

- Dust Proof 

- Strong Thermal Performance 

- Aging Resistant 

Inner Layer:  

- Polyester 190T  

- Mesh Pockets (x 2) 

Floor: 

- Oxford 210D, 105g/sqm 

- 3000 PU Waterproofing  

Poles: 

- Integrated poles including awning 

- TPU: Thermoplastic Polyurethane  

- 100mm Diameter 

- 600D Oxford Inner Pole Fabric  

- Valves (x 3) 

- Overpressure Valve (x 1) 

Windows & Doors: 

-  40g/sqm Mesh 

- PVC Clear 

- Removable zipper awnings both mesh and flysheet 

 

 

 



Features: 

- Integrated air poles – including front awning 

- It has a 3 layer puncture resistant design on air poles 

- Peak Height: 2.1m 

- Black Ground Sheet (120g/sqm -underlay) 

- Power Cord Inlet hole 

- Zippers include tags for easy use 

- Alloy pegs with glow rings 

- Glow in the dark guy rope 

- Manual Pump: High capacity with low pressure manual pump inflating at 2L per 

stroke 

- Pegs: Iron pegs (x 15 - base of tent);  two way alloy pegs (x 12 - rope points) 

- Carry Bag 

- Repair Kit 

 

Warranty 

Please contact your authorised eXterrain reseller for any warranty queries. All eXterrain 

Turon AIR range tents come with 12 months warranty.  

Any reported defects that do not affect the operational aspects of the tent will not be 

considered under warranty. 

 


